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Abstract

A major source of recognition errors, out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words are also semantically important; recognizing
them is, therefore, crucial for understanding. Success, so
far, has been modest, even on very constrained tasks. In
this paper we present a new approach to unlimited
vocabulary speech recognition based on using grapheme-
to-phoneme correspondences for sub-lexical modeling of
OOV words, and also some very encouraging results we
obtained with our approach on a large vocabulary speech
recognition task.

1. Introduction

The current practice in statistical language modeling is to
restrict the vocabulary to the most frequent words in the
task domain, based on counts from a training corpus. As a
consequence, the presence of out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words is inevitable. OOV words are known to be a major
source of errors, because not only they are misrecognized,
but they also induce poor recognition of the surrounding
words. Moreover, practically all OOV words are content
words, and a large proportion of them are proper names [1].
Thus, recognizing them is crucial for understanding.

Although there exists a large body of research on
detecting and some on classifying OOV words [2,3], there
is comparatively little work on actually recognizing them.
The recent interest in this problem [4,5,6] has yielded
modest results: typically, only a small proportion of the
OOV words are correctly transcribed, and the word error
rate (WER) in most cases increases. Of course, one would
have to question the usefulness of any approach at OOV
detection and/or transcription, if it leads to a deterioration
of the overall performance. It doesn’t help that the
evaluation methodologies reported are varied and often
incomplete. This makes it difficult to understand the
merits of the different approaches and underscores the
need for more research in the area.

In this paper, we investigate a new approach to OOV
word transcription based on sub-lexical language
modeling. Section 2 gives a general overview of our
approach. In section 3 we describe the experimental setup
and the characteristics of the language models used in our
evaluation; we follow with detailed results in section 4.
Finally, in section 5 we draw some conclusions and
suggest directions for future research.

2. Our approach

In contrast to the standard approach of using only word-
based pronunciation and language models, we propose that
speech recognizers use a dual approach to modeling
language, in which lexical knowledge is supplemented
with sub-lexical knowledge about word formation. A sub-
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l pronunciation model provides pronunciations for
raphemic sub-word units, and a sub-lexical language
l provides transitional probabilities between the sub-
 units. Finally, the lexical and the sub-lexical
age models are integrated into a unified model, which
nts for switching between the lexical and the sub-
l models.

ub-word units

ugh there exist a few attempts to use letter sequences
b-word units [7,8], it is not clear how to associate
 units with a pronunciation for languages that, like
sh, have a very irregular mapping between spelling
ronunciation. A similar problem is encountered with

heme-based models [7,9], which have the additional
vantage that many OOV words are not morpho-
lly analyzable (e.g., proper names); thus, morphemes’

lness for OOV word modeling is restricted.
erhaps more natural is the choice of phonetic units
OV word modeling, used in most approaches to OOV
 detection/transcription. These units may range from
mes [10], to fixed length phoneme sequences [11],
riable-length phoneme sequences [4] and syllables
Since phonetic recognition is notoriously inaccurate,
 units are, obviously, preferable. In order to obtain
spellings, systems based on phonetic units may use
neme-to-grapheme (P2G) converter [6], or they may
 very large pronunciation dictionary to select words
ing best the recognized pronunciations [5]. The

 technique has the attractive feature that it might
ct possible phoneme recognition errors; however, i t
ited to detecting words in the dictionary, and cannot
nt for any new words.
o avoid the use of a separate P2G converter, we
e grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences (GPCs) as
xical units. They have the advantage that the sub-
l pronunciation model can be obtained trivially.

ining word transcriptions is also trivial, since
emic information is already present in the units
 recognized. By encoding word boundaries into the
 it is easy to decide which units make what word.
 in this framework a word is considered to consist of
rd-initial fragment, an optional sequence of word-
al fragments, and a word-final fragment. In Table 1

st a few examples of words and their segmentations
PC units (the graphemic and phonemic parts of a

are separated with “/”). Pronunciations are given in
BET notation. The symbol “•” marks a word-internal
ent boundary.
PCs can be obtained from grapheme-to-phoneme
in text-to-speech systems. Here we use a GPC set

ned with the automatic, language-independent,
ervised method of [13]. In spelling-to-pronun-
n conversion experiments, these automatically



learned GPCs showed better coverage and performed at
least as well as manually built sets [13, 14].

Unfortunately, GPC units have one major
disadvantage: for the majority of the GPCs, and clearly the
most frequent ones, the phonetic part consists of only one
phoneme. As discussed above, this would make them
rather unsuitable units for OOV word recognition.
Therefore, starting with GPCs as primitive units, we
iteratively build variable-length multi-GPC units (MGUs)
in a manner similar to the technique used in word-based
language modeling to build multi-word units [15]. The
pairs of GPC units to be joined at each step are selected
according to a mutual information criterion; in addition,
we also impose a frequency threshold on the proposed
MGUs. A similar technique was used in [4] to obtain
multi-phone units. The last column in Table 1 shows
examples of MGU segmentations we obtained. It can be
seen from these examples that in many cases, though not
always, automatically determined MGUs have a
morphemic character.

2.2. The sub-lexical language model

In [13] a joint n-gram model for bi-directional conversion
between spelling and pronunciation was proposed; the
model was based on GPCs as units and achieved excellent
performance compared to other data-driven techniques.
This model predicts simultaneously the graphemic and the
phonemic part of a correspondence, and thus can be used
for both spelling-to-pronunciation (S2P) and pronun-
ciation-to-spelling (P2S) conversion. We will refer to this
type of models as grapho-phonotactic models.

The joint n-gram grapho-phonotactic model [13] can
be used directly as a domain-independent OOV model.
While domain independence could be desirable for model-
ing rare words [4], we suspect that frequency information
could be useful if it can be reliably determined, as is the
case when a very large amount of training data is available.

For training a domain-dependent grapho-phonotactic
model, the first step is aligning the spelling and
pronunciation for each OOV word in the training data. This
can be done by searching for the most likely alignment
with respect to a domain-independent grapho-phonotactic
model. As a result of the alignment phase, the words are
segmented into GPCs. Note that, in the case of words for
which a pronunciation is not available, the domain-
independent grapho-phonotactic model can be used to
obtain a GPC segmentation automatically (pronunciation
results as a side effect).

The sequences of GPCs thus obtained can be used to
train a domain-dependent grapho-phonotactic model, e.g.,
a back-off joint n-gram model. Alternatively, the iterative
method of section 2.1 can be applied first to obtain MGU
segmentations for all words, after which an MGU-based
grapho-phonotactic model can be trained accordingly. In
either case, the grapho-phonotactic model is a de facto
domain-dependent OOV word model.

2.3. The integrated language model

We are exploring two ways of integrating the sub-lexical
model with the lexical model into a unified language
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 words are segmented into sub-lexical units according
 grapho-phonotactic model. For pseudo-morphemic
 like the MGUs discussed in section 2.1, transitional
bilities between words and sub-lexical units could be
ingful, and the flat model takes advantage of that.
 second type of integrated model is based on the
rchical model proposed in [16]. In this model, the
xical language model can be trained separately. The
xical model is embedded in a higher-level lexical
l, which contains a meta-symbol standing for any
 word, thus allowing for longer span dependencies
the flat model. The speech recognizer is driven
y by the lexical model; upon predicting the OOV
 meta-symbol, it would switch to the sub-lexical
l. This model is very similar in architecture to the
l used in the hybrid recognizer framework of [4].
 the following we will only give results for the flat
l; evaluation of the hierarchical model is left for
 work.

3. Experimental setup

ata

ing data for language model estimation consisted of
d 135 million words of broadcast news transcriptions
ded by LDC for the 1996 HUB4 evaluation. The data

pre-processed to split compounds and eliminate
uation symbols that are not usually pronounced.
est data for speech recognition experiments were
 from the 1996 DARPA HUB-4 development and
ation sets (we did not use the development data for
g either the acoustic or the language models); the
ets are denoted in the following as Set1 and Set2.
se of the limitations imposed by the speech recog-

 we only used data from the F0 condition (planned
h), and we eliminated a few very long utterances that
ded the recognizer’s processing capacity. Table 2
s the characteristics of the two test sets.
e used the open source Sphinx 2 real-time speech
nition engine [17], with acoustic models trained on
Street Journal acoustic data. No attempt was made to
 the acoustic models to the broadcast news domain,
, expectedly, resulted in higher word error rates than

 reported in recent HUB4 evaluations.

anguage models

se OOV rates for English are particularly low, we
cted the vocabulary to the approximately 20,000 most
ent words in the language model training data (we
a frequency threshold of 137). The baseline language
l is a word-based back-off trigram model with Witten-
discounting and 0-1 cut-offs, built with the CMU-
ridge SLM Toolkit [18].
he vocabulary for the whole language model training
after splitting compounds, contains about 230,000
e words and word fragments. The OOV rate on the
Word Pronunciation GPC segmentation MGU segmentation
FISCHER /F IH SH ER/ F/F•  •I/IH•  •SCH/SH•  •ER/ER FISCH/F_IH_SH•  •ER/ER
SNOWING /S N OW IH NG/ S/S•  •N/N•  •OW/OW•  •I/IH•  •NG/NG SNOW/S_N_OW•  •ING/IH_NG
OUTWEIGHS /AW T W EY Z/ OW/AW•  •T/T•  •W/W•  •EIGH/EY•  •S/Z OWTWEIGH/AW_T_W_EY•  •S/Z
SIDESHOW /S AY D SH OW/ S/S•  •I/AY•  •DE/D•  •SH/SH•  •OW/OW S/S•  •IDESHOW/AY_D_SH_OW

Table 1. Examples of words and their segmentations into automatically determined GPC units and MGUs.



training data for the 20k vocabulary is, however, only
1.59%. For training the OOV model, we used the other
207,000 words (word fragments were excluded). The OOV
words were segmented according to a domain-independent
grapho-phonotactic model  (the joint n-gram model of
[13]) trained on the CMU dictionary [19]. A domain-
dependent set of about 11,000 MGUs was obtained from
the segmented data, as described in section 2.1, using the
same frequency threshold of 137 as for the lexical
language model. The average length of a MGU is 3.4 GPCs,
ranging from 1 to 12 GPCs; 5% of them were individual
GPCs. The MGU set provides OOV word coverage of
96.13% by type and 97.80% by token, which renders the
OOV rate for the training data practically negligible.

A flat trigram model with the same characteristics as
the baseline model was estimated from the training data in
which OOV words were segmented into MGUs. Finally, we
estimated an MGU-based OOV word model from just the
segmented OOV words alone.

4. Results

In the following we present results of the evaluation, first
for the OOV word model itself, and then for the integrated
flat language model.

4.1. Sub-lexical model evaluation

In order to evaluate the MGU-based OOV word model, we
first force-aligned the transcripts with the audio in order
to obtain time-segmentations for the OOV words, which we
then extracted in separate audio files. When used in forced
time-alignment mode, Sphinx 2 was unable to process 9
utterances from Set1 and 11 utterances from Set2. We are
currently exploring other ways of obtaining the time-
segmentations to overcome this problem. For now,
though, we were able to extract 82 OOV word occurrences
from Set1 and 109 OOV word occurrences from Set2. We
then transcribed phonetically, by hand, all these words. As
a result, we eliminated one of them from the first set
because the speakers’ pronunciation was erroneous.

On the extracted OOV words we ran the speech recogni-
zer with the MGU-based sub-lexical model as language
model. As can be seen in Table 3, 29.6% of the words in
Set1 and 22.9% of the words in Set2 were transcribed
correctly. A few more words we judged as “almost correct”
– in all cases the pronunciation was correctly determined,
but the hypothesized word was a plural where it should
have been a possessive (e.g., MARKETPLACES instead of
MARKETPLACE’S). Finally, a number of OOV words were
correctly recognized phonetically, but the spelling
hypothesized was incorrect. Although for a majority of the
OOV words both the pronunciation and the spelling were
incorrect, we noticed that in many cases the pronunciation
was off by only one phoneme. In many cases, the spelling
also was off by one letter only; moreover, many of the
misrecognized words are morphologically or semantically
appropriate, which raises the possibility that they can be
dealt with or corrected by a robust parser.

We were surprised to notice that an unexpectedly small
proportion of the OOV words for which the pronunciation
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or comparison, the domain-independent grapho-
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 where the correct OOV word spellings were hypo-
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Set1 Set2
Count Cum.

WACC
Count Cum.

WACC
ference 81 109
rrect 24 29.6% 25 22.9%
most correct 2 32.1% 4 26.6%
on. correct 9 43.2% 5 31.2%

Table 3. OOV word transcription results for the
MGU-based sub-lexical model.

Set1 Set2
Baseline model 44.1% 51.8%
Flat model 43.8% 50.8%

WER reduction 0.3%a
0.7%r

1.0%a
1.9%r

able 4. WER comparison between the word-based
baseline model and the flat combined lexical and

sub-lexical model.



OOV word pronunciations were detected (this includes
TC); and detections correct (DC), where OOV words were
hypothesized in the right place (i.e., overlapping with the
correct time frame of the reference OOV word). Recall i s
defined as the ratio between the number of events and the
total number of OOV words in the test set, and precision i s
defined as the ratio between the number of events and the
number of OOV words hypothesized. We also report false
alarm rates (FA), defined as the ratio of the number of OOV
word hypothesized in the wrong place to the total number
of words in the test set.

For both test sets, the false alarm rates are under 1%. At
this level of false alarm, the detection rates obtained with
our technique seem to match or exceed those reported for
similar approaches [4,9] although we didn’t optimize for
OOV detection. Some of the false alarms are morpho-
logically close to the reference words, or have the correct
pronunciations. In one case, a compound word
(MAKEOVER) was recognized correctly by the sub-lexical
model (as MAKE• •OVER) and thus did not contribute to
the WER; however, we counted it as a false alarm.

The transcription correct and pronunciation correct
rates are lower than those obtained in single-word
recognition with the sub-lexical model, which was to be
expected given the additional difficulty of finding the
proper word-level segmentation in the continuous audio
stream. However, our results compare favorably with those
reported for other approaches. For example, [6] reports
only 7.9% word accuracy on OOV words in a speech
recognition system for Dutch. For English, [5] reports
about 20% word accuracy for OOV words, but this is only
relative to those words included in a large dictionary used
in their approach. They do not report the total number of
OOV words in the test set.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a novel approach to unlimited
vocabulary speech recognition, in which the language
model combines the traditional lexical approach with a
sub-lexical model to account for words outside the lexical
model’s vocabulary. As sub-lexical units, we used
automatically determined pseudo-morphemic tokens
based on grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences.

Preliminary results on broadcast news data appear to
be comparatively better than those obtained with other
approaches. We intend to experiment with better acoustic
models, to verify if the OOV word transcription accuracy
and the WER reduction we obtained are still preserved. We
are also interested in applying our approach to languages
that have richer morphology and higher OOV rates than
English (e.g., Dutch or German).

We are currently in the process of evaluating the
hierarchically combined model. For both the flat and the
hierarchical model, we would like to explore the relative
advantages of using domain-dependent, domain-indepen-
dent sub-lexical models, or a mixture of them.

Finally, it would be interesting to exploit the MGUs’
morphemic character in the selection of the vocabulary to
avoid competition between the lexical and the sub-lexical
model.
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Set1 8.9 22.5 11.9 30.0 16.8 42.5 0.55
Set2 10.9 32.7 11.5 34.6 15.4 46.2 0.71

Table 5. Detailed recall (R), precision (P), and false
alarm (FA) results for the flat model.
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